Barnes County, ND

Mastic Project
Maxwell Products
Mastic
Tom Cannon & Mike Guymon
Composition

- Asphalt
- Aggregate
- Polymer
- Modifiers
Purpose of Mastics

- Fills the gap between crack sealants and repaving.
- Provides long lasting, even permanent repairs.
- Stabilize defects and prevent further erosion from water intrusion.
Mastic Applications

- Wide cracks over 2"
- Transverse cracks
- Leveling
- Alligator or Distress cracks
- Utility Trenches
- Drains, manhole surrounds
- Used on Highways, City streets, parking lots, bridges, bike paths, etc.
Drains / embedded solid structures
Depressions/ruts
Alligators / fatigue cracking
untreated cracks
untreated cracks
untreated cracks
Rental Truck Facility
Cupped / Transverse cracks
pot holes/severe breaking
Alligator Crack Repair
What’s next

• permanent winter pothole repair

• permanent summer pothole repair
Summer and winter pothole repair
Thanks.